
 
 
Riello Launches High-End Residential Range with its New RIELLO ELIXA Single-Split Inverter Air-
Conditioners

 
LEGNAGO (Verona), 21 March 2024 — With the new RIELLO ELIXATM series of single-split inverter air
conditioners, Riello is relaunching its high-end offer for the residential market. Designed to offer maximum
user comfort and a healthy home environment, RIELLO ELIXA wall-mounted air conditioners achieve energy
class A+++ in both cooling and heating thanks to Japanese-quality inverter technology. Riello is part of
Carrier Global Corporation (NYSE: CARR), global leader in intelligent climate and energy solutions.

     RIELLO ELIXA single-split air conditioners are available in three power sizes (2.5, 3.5, 5.0 kW), while the
configuration of the indoor units means they can also work in combination with multi-split outdoor units.

     The maximum A+++ energy-efficiency class reduces electricity consumption and helps lower energy bills.
RIELLO ELIXA air conditioners offer home occupants the highest level of comfort and clean air. In cooling
mode, the innovative COMFORT AIR indirect air distribution system delivers more uniform room
temperature, avoids ‘air blows’ and helps protect skin moisture level.

     Thanks to innovative inverter-modulated power technology, the RIELLO ELIXA air conditioner regulates
heating and cooling capacity, adapting compressor speed to the demand of residents. This capability
minimizes temperature variations and enables overall noise reduction. In addition, special QUIET and
SILENCE functions further reduce noise levels both inside and outside the home. The sound level of the
outdoor unit with its SILENT function active starts at 38dB(A), comparable to a whisper. In turn, the indoor
unit with its QUIET function active emits only 19dB(A), which is akin to human breathing.

     The presence of special ultra-purifying blue air filters enhances air quality by removing up to 94% of the
fine dust (PM 2.5) that air pollution generates. In addition, the special surface treatment of the RIELLO
ELIXA's aluminium heat exchanger ensures that dust and impurities drain and slide downwards with the
condensation water.

     The style of the RIELLO ELIXA indoor units is simple, essential and clean, featuring a combination of
rounded lines on the front and squared lines on the back. The result is a technological solution that provides
a discreet and elegant furnishing that can adapt to any type of indoor environment. The surface finish is
glossy and scratch-resistant, while the remote control matches the style of the indoor unit.

     "Energy efficiency, design and comfort at the highest level are the distinguishing features of these
products, which Riello installers will be able to offer as high-end solutions for the residential market," said
Marta Bernasconi, Product Manager Air Conditioning Products, Carrier Global Comfort Solutions Europe,
Riello. "This advanced and proprietary technology from Carrier allows us to provide a product line with
market-leading features."

     LEDs on the indoor unit allow immediate verification of the active operating modes. Furthermore, the
remote control provides home occupants with a simple and intuitive system for adjusting the climate thanks
to pre-set functions, a backlit display, and three main fluorescent buttons that are always visible, even in the
dark.

     All RIELLO ELIXA indoor units come as standard with an integrated and completely invisible Wi-Fi
module. To adjust air conditioning within the home at any time, even from outside, residents can use the
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intuitive and proprietary 'Hi, Comfort AC' App, which is available for download from app stores.The 'Hi,
Comfort AC' App not only provides full access to all comfort programming functions, it also allows for energy
monitoring. For more information, please visit www.riello.com

About Riello
Founded in 1922, Riello is a leading brand in manufacturing systems and technologies for heating, cooling
and energy efficiency in the residential and commercial sectors and a world-wide leader in combustion
technology. Headquartered in Legnago (Verona), Italy, Riello operates in over 120 countries. Riello is a part
of Carrier Global Corporation, global leader in intelligent climate and energy solutions that matter for people
and our planet for generations to come. For more information, visit www.riello.com
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